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The best video converter you have ever used. Make compressed videos in just a few clicks, see them all at once, and modify
them as if it were a real video. Transfer videos to Facebook, Youtube, Tumblr, Vimeo, Blogger, JioChat, Line, QQ, WhatsApp,
all in one click. Create video mappings for video playback, smartphone screens, slideshow tools, animation and comic book
tools. Set up video editing tools, instant screen recorder and video editor. Incomparable video compression to make home videos
look just great! Assign files in batches to streamline the conversion process. Automatically convert video files to H.265/HEVC
MP4, MP3, FLV, AVI, AVI MTS, TS, WEBM, MKV, XVID/MPEG4, MOV, WMV, MP4, 3GP, and also rip DVD to MP4,
FLV and MKV. Its price is reasonably affordable. It works on Windows 7/8/8.1/10/XP/Vista (32/64 bits), as well as on Mac OS
X version 10.5 and up. River Past Video Cleaner Pro is available for download directly from the developers' website without
any fees. You can download the free version here. River Past Video Cleaner Pro Screenshots: River Past Video Cleaner Pro
Features: What Is River Past Video Cleaner Pro? Do you like video? Are you a fan of movies and other video formats? You can
manage and share videos in different ways with this software, and take the best from any movie in no time. Thanks to these
reasons, it is definitely worth downloading this tool right now. This software is absolutely easy to use and you'll be amazed at
how easy it is to get started. Therefore, if you're looking for a video converter, this is what you need: Option to convert any
video formats, such as ASF, AVI, MKV, MOV, MPEG and others. Built-in video editor that allows you to choose the
soundtrack you want to use and edit it too. The possibility to change parameters such as audio, video resolution, video frame
rate, and the size of the output file. Great user interface that includes a file manager to browse your computer files and choose
the desired ones and the watermark of your choice.
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Ease of use and transparency when it comes to the conversions supported are the big benefits of River Past Video Cleaner Pro.
By using this program, you can convert almost all video formats. Moreover, you can also rename, convert to DVD, trim, rotate,
add watermark and other video and audio effects. The software can also convert audio file to the appropriate format according
to the video format. The user interface is very easy to use and you can operate all the options easily and accurately. You can
create/copy files in a specific folder, you can extract video from all media formats including HD ones, create shortcuts, add
audio/video and image files to the target folder and convert to any compatible video format directly. Video files are saved in
various locations with original audio, so you can use it to play the music from the video. It provides a detailed view of the
conversion process so you can see at a glance the progress of the task. It has an excellent speed and keeps the video in perfect
shape. You can import or add a video and set a video quality and then stop it in the middle. It is necessary to turn off or fully
close the program before you exit the application. The output file is renamed or saved in another folder. There are color,
monochrome, grayscale, black and white, contrast and brightness adjustments. There is also a standard trim tool for multiple
videos. You can insert custom text to a video file. It offers a variety of sound formats, you can extract audio from video, split
audio tracks and join them. You can also save the audio file in the correct format for the video. It supports three types of filters:
gaussian blur, motion blur, emboss and add texture. It can also do fast motion blur using object tracking technology. It supports
various transitions. You can optimize the text font, color, text size and type. You can also increase or decrease the pixel size.
River Past Video Cleaner Pro Main Features: Conversion of almost all video formats (AVI, ASF, MKV, MOV, MP4, 3GP,
WMV, VOB, AVI, FLV, etc) Easy to use interface Import videos from the file explorer Export videos to the same folder as the
source file, or a different folder Now you can use your favorite converter to convert your YouTube videos to MP4, M4V, 3GP,
WMV 09e8f5149f
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Edit videos easily with this free software that makes it easy to crop, edit, and add transition effects. You can rotate, flip, crop,
and add effects to videos. Many useful tools have been added to the software to help you edit videos. You can Rotate and Flip
videos, Add transition effects, and Cropping to get a perfect video. Free Visualization The player also supports visual
visualization to search videos and to see the file structure of videos. Merge and Split videos Merge Two or more videos into a
new video in 2 ways: Slide to new Tracks or Merge into new Files. Split videos Split your movie into small clips with or without
audio. Quick video editing Get your video done with the minimum effort with 5 different effects. Video File Explorer Many
features have been added to visualize your video files on Windows. Take a look and explore them. Add audios and set metatags
easily Choose a file to add audios, assign right metatags, then adjust the properties to merge multiple audios in an output file.
Advanced video editing Add text overlay, transition, and add special effects on your videos. Remote control and sharing You
can now connect your BlackBerry® and watch the videos from your BlackBerry® handheld. View your favorite videos on
BlackBerry® and share it with friends on BlackBerry® social networks like Twitter® or BlackBerry®. Simple interface The
interface is very easy and clean. You can rotate, flip, crop videos easily. Set the transparency and crop videos easily. These bugs
were found in our Test Run: Item Missing The WAV file was missing when we tried to add it to the project as audio file. Video
Merge or split failed Some files failed to merge or split. When we try to merge or split files, it freezes until the whole operation
finishes. Code List AVI, MOV, MKV, ASF, FLV, WMA, MP4, TGA, MPG, DAT, ZIP, JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, WMV, AVI to
MP3 Converter... JPG or BMP to GIF Converter... PNG or BMP to JPG Converter... Convert BMP, JPEG, and PNG images
into GIF images DV to XAVC HD Converter... AVI to XAVC HD Converter... MediaInfo (MOV

What's New in the River Past Video Cleaner Pro?
The best tools in one package. Start by downloading the first Video Converter from the huge list of supported tools, then use the
application's intuitive interface to add your video from any location, to convert it to any format and allow it to be played on your
various devices. When you are done, upload to YouTube or save to your collection. The application comes with a powerful,
intuitive and easy to use interface, allowing you to cut, crop and rotate images and videos. Import videos from all major video
and audio formats supported by Image Converter (such as AVI, ASF, MKV, MOV, MP4 and many others). Convert AVI to
DVD, MPEG, M4V, MP3, 3GP, H.264, WMV, DivX, XVID, MOV to MP4, OGG, MP3, AVI to 3GP, H.264, MOV, XVID,
MP3, MP4, AVI to 3GP, AVI to MPEG, MKV to MP4, MP4, WMV to MP4, MOV to MPEG, DivX to MP4, OGG, MP4, to
AVI, ASF, H.264, WMV, DivX, XVID, MKV, H.264. The ability to transcode all video and audio formats allows you to
convert video files for mobile devices and TV. The program allows you to customise the settings of all parts of the video. Users'
review Users from Austria, Brazil, Germany, Spain, Australia, Poland, United States have voted. 80% of voters recommend to
download River Past Video Cleaner Pro. River Past Video Cleaner Pro is a simple but effective application. Resourcefulness is
everything. This software is a practical and very useful tool. I was looking for a video editor for a long time, and then I found
this very useful software. I was not even aware of the existence of so many video converters. After I tested a lot of them, I
decided to make a survey and to select this software. This video editing program is ideal for the beginner; I was able to change
the resolution of the video in a simple way. It is also easy to cut and paste audio and video, and that is why I recommend it to all.
Easy to use. The only thing I'm not happy with is the response time of some answers. However, I don't think that it's
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System Requirements For River Past Video Cleaner Pro:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i3, i5, i7 @ 2.6GHz or better Memory: 4GB of
RAM Graphics: Graphics card with 2GB of dedicated VRAM Hard Drive: 30GB of free disk space Additional Notes: Free
Download: Keys To Unlock The Game Install VirtualBox Download Chrome Installer Turn Off Firewall Launch the VirtualBox
application Start the browser Chrome and enter the following
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